Whether you need composite mats for transmission lines, environmental remediation projects, pipelines, or the oil and gas industry, Buckeye Mats has the right mat for your project. Composite mats provide surface stability and access for a variety of industrial and construction environments in a cost effective manner.

- Buckeye Mats offers a variety of different pricing options to suit your needs including outright purchase, purchase with buy back, rental and lease options.
- These mats give you the ability to access locations that are environmentally sensitive while providing minimal surface or soil disturbance.
- These mats offer a strong, stable and uniform surface for all types of industrial environments.
- Composite mats significantly outperform timber mats in both strength and longevity.
- Built-in tread pattern to improve traction for load bearing vehicles.
- Overlapping lip system and easy lock feature will reduce the chance of slippage and movement.
- Can support compressive loads up to 600 lbs. per square inch.
- Perform in extreme weather conditions.
- Won't absorb foreign materials limiting the risk of cross-contamination between work sites.